
Disintegration
of economy
provided
finishing touch

to fragmentation

along religious lines and directed a denomi-
national quota system in the public service
and the national assembly. This arrange-
ment not only reinforces religious affiliation
as the first criterion in determining political
allegiance but also gives permanence -to a
distribution of power based on a de-
mographic situation that is no longer repre-
sentative and favours the Christiansat the
expense of the Moslems. During the civil
war, the break-up of the few remaining na-
tional institutions, such as the army, the col-
lapse of essential services and the
disintegration of the economy provided the.
finishing touch to an already existing frag-
mentation resulting from a constitutional
order most citizens considered to be
illegitimate.

In the postwar period, the renewed
growth of sectarianism and the weakness of
the state ultimâtely reinforced the power of
some of the traditional leaders. This was pa-
radoxical, since during the war the power of
these same leaders had been eroded as it
passed to the leaders of the countless new
fighting groups. Thus, although the poli-
ticians were unable to end the anarchy of
the war, some of them have succeeded in ob-
taining recognition in peace-time - under
the shadow of the Syrian shields. From this
point of view, the biggest winner in the civil
war is Camille Chamoun; his key role and
his intransigence throughout the war as-
sure him today of a personal prestige among
Christians in Lebanon exceeding that of
Pierre Gemayel, who has a more numerous,
better organized and better armed following
but is considered a moderate.

On the other hand, Rachid Karamé,
who was Prime Minister all through the
war, has lost control of his base in Tripoli,
while Saeb Salam only regained his control
in Beirut by coming to terms with one of his
former lieutenants, Ibrahim Koleilat, who is
the new leader of the Morabitoun (indepen-
dent Nasserites).

Whatever the relative power today of
the various traditional leaders, it is certain
that the political weight of the current Pres-
ident, Elias Sarkis, and of the Prime Minis-
ter, Selim Hoss, is minimal. These two
technocrats, who are well intentioned and
competent but lack any sort of political base,
represent only the will of the Syrians and
they suffer the humiliation of seeing their
protector deal directly with the heads of the
traditional factions. Furthermore, there is
no indication that time is on the side of the
country's constitutional authorities. Even if
the traditional leaders are almost all octo-
genarians, each of them has one or more
sons ready to succeed him and followers who
are willing to recognize the authority of
these sons. No, the state of Lebanon is defi-

nitely dead. The question that remains to^of
answered is what is going to replace it. oirs

'terrri
Palestinian presence side
Concerning the future of Lebanon,:it is zone;
Palestinian shadow that dominates any d forcé
cussion. There is no need to accept 5tInL.
Christian interpretation of the civil w; ,, uIM
which admits only a conflict betw,variâ
Lebanese and Palestinians, in order toihelpf
cognize the fact that the war began withi and
attempt to liquidate the Palestii^^al
resistance. Furthermore, as the r stakÉ
continued, there was an increased prer lems
derence of Palestinians within the MoslEwas
progressive alliance. It is sufficient to reo the ^E
what a destabilizing effect the Palestin
presence had on the fragile sectarian LExpl
ance. It was a catalyst for popular arjThe;^f
rations, a source of tension among the Ar; ern i']
regimes and a means ofjustifying the bru, plosi
Israeli interventions. Since the Six-Day R situa
in 1967, and despite the patching-up in 19'préçf
of the Cairo Agreements, which were sultbari
posed to regulate the status of the Palthis^i
stinian resistance on Lebanese soil, tigi_rTrn
Palestinian question has been an interr cluc^i
political problem in Lebanon. accu

Since the civil.war, the status of i Sout1
Palestinian resistance can only be evafg3ini
ated in dichotomic terms. Although the dan ^i
ternational presence of the resistance b setilf
been stronger than ever since Yasir Ara: hanu
spoke at the United Nations in 1974, in l,de^ E
banon the prestige of the resistance is n^Ein t^
irreparably compromised. Although fl of viE
"Rejection Front" has stepped back in 1 ing
and rallied behind the policies dictated bat-al
Arafat and the majority wing of al-Fat main
the resistance has, on the whole, very lit re
room to manoeuvre. durir

In fact, those who see the civil wari fight
an imperialist plot against the Paiestiniâ ^Plo
- an oversimplified theory extremely dif frôm
cult to refute -and whotherefore feared tlChri
total annihilation of the resistance can f turr,i
thankful that, largely because of the s^ m^-LR,
mission of its leaders, the resistance h^l been
survived this test. However, in its relatic siz
with Lebanon, the resistance has suffer bet^
considerable political and moral loss. On t` ot -41
Christian side, a policy of threats and ù hOrd'
matums has come to replace the pretenc, ?n tü
of conciliation that prevailed before the w.` er n^
The Christian leaders insist that they willf ^he'
unable to wait for a possible Geneva confé të
ence to resolve the Palestinian proble f Be^
Consequently, they are demanding the i,
mediate eviction of the Palestinians wtr bario

according to various estimates, number.t tlïé;
tween 200,000 and 400,000. FurthermoreÇ 'rom
is significant that even a moderate Chr, thé^l

try t
tian leader like Raymond Eddé is trying
discredit Camille Chamoun on the occasi ma3o
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